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Ecosistema end-to-end

Global Insights 
Community

Sample Communities AnalyticsSurveys

Integrazione in
real-time tra
tecnologia e panel

+15% +33% +40% +13%

+25%
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AutomatedInsights

QuickSurveys provides a 
full solution suite
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Toluna Online Community for 
Tetra Pak Consumer Trends
Michela Vallalta, Manager Consumer Insights
24 October 2017



Consumers have always been at the center
of Tetra Pak’s Innovation

Everything starts with a 
consumer challenge:

How could we replace 
bulk milk and the 

unpractical existing 
packages?
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Why a Consumer Insights function in a B2B company?
Consumers are the ultimate decision makers. 
Understanding their needs and expectations is key

FARMERS CHANNELS

CONSUMERS

RAW MATERIALS
MANUFACTURERS

ENVIRONMENT

MANUFACTURERS
BRANDS

PRODUCTS

PACKAGING
SUPPLIERS

CONSUMERS
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The Consumer Insights team in Modena
To Make Sense Of The Outside To Inspire The Inside

Consumer Research

Internal Communication
To support company strategy & product development

External Communication
To present Tetra Pak as a consumer-centric company

Consumer Trends 
& Insights

Category 
Understanding

Package Innovation & 
Development
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An annual deliverable for our team

TRENDIPEDIA
Consumer Trends 



What is a trend?
A trend is a new manifestation among consumers - in behavior, attitude, or 
expectation - of a fundamental human need, want or desire.*



CUSTOMER FOCUS 
& LONG-TERM VIEW

WE ensure we add value and 
inspire our customers because 
we recognise that they choose 
us by choice. 
Being curious and looking 
beyond the organisation is 
crucial in order to be customer 
focused. 

STRATEGY & PLANNING

A useful tool for strategy 
development & future planning

Anticipating future directions

Our focus and vision 

DEVELOPMENT & 
INNOVATION

The trends identified in 
Trendipedia provide important 
inspiration for innovation. 
Both for long term innovation 
and short term activation. 
Support to Product 
development and deployment

To generate inspiration, spark innovation and create ideas and insights…
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SOURCES
• No primary research
• Existing reports and presentations, cross-referenced against additional secondary research

CRITERIA
We filter the results through a set of critical assessments - our trend creation principles
In particular, trends need to be IN LINE WITH TP’s mission, vision & focus

STORY-TELLING
Present the trend in a way which is as clear and actionable as possible

How we work with trends
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The most relevant trends for Tetra Pak 2017

HEALTHY BALANCE
Mental & physical well-being, and 
status among peers.

EXPERIENCE CHASING
Consuming with all the senses, 
seeking to be surprised, 
engaged and amused.

REAL CONNECTION
Appreciate friendly brand 
interaction. Seeking opinions & 
recommendations. 

CHOSEN INDIVIDUALISM
The power to make your own 
choices and the feeling of 
uniqueness.

HONESTLY SPEAKING 
The role of trust has intensified. 
Desire for honest and safe 
consumerism.

TRADE UP TRADE DOWN
Different social classes share the 
same brands across all 
segments, and it is socially 
accepted.

ME, US & OUR PLANET
Increasing eco-sensitivity, looking 
for a greener daily life.

EASY LIVING
A longing for simplification & 
convenience.

LOCAL POWER
A desire for the local, close and 
personal in contrast to mass 
globalization.

ME ME & SOCIETY ME & BRANDS

2017 edition
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What was missing
Rationale behind using the Toluna Community

Trendipedia is mainly based on desk research and quantitative data 

Possibility to get 
new perspectives and 

inspiration for the future
Add flavor to Tetra Pak’s 

trends, make them “alive”
Qualitative data can make 
the story more emotional, 
hence more memorable

Overall to add an extra dimension to quantitative data
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Example: EASY LIVING
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How we worked with the community

SCREENER & DISCUSSION GUIDE
ü A guide on the topics we wanted to explore more in depth
ü Questions/topics based on existing Trendipedia framework 
ü Screening and profiling questions to help analysis 

MODERATION
ü Frequent, but not intense 
ü Community always up to follow the discussions and actively tag answers 
ü Good overview of answers and participation levels
ü Possibility to ask follow up questions

DYNAMICS
ü Community activity fluctuating over time and depending 

on users
ü More interactive users started to ask other members 

questions within current topic 
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Analysis 

QUANTITATIVE
Excel format for 
quantitative 
conclusions 
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Analysis 

QUALITATIVE
Top quotes from each 
topic, final analysis 
and food for thought

Chat question

“Good morning! Today's first topics is breakfast! Please discuss freely with each other and 
lets explore this topics together. To get your thoughts going we could all start with what we 
had this morning for breakfast and where you ate it. Also is there anything regarding your 
breakfast habits you'd like to change?”

Follow-up questions:
► by not eating breakfast, do you get a pre-lunch snack or eat more to lunch to 

compensate?
► as a morning coffee drinker, do you brew at home or pass by a starbucks or 7Eleven or 

similar on your way to work
► And grab breakfast on the go is nothing for you all? 
► when you eat on the go, do you usually buy breakfast on the go or take prepared from 

home?

Breakfast

Selected chat response
Breakfast

“I'm very bad as in I rarely have breakfast because I'm not usually hungry first thing but if I do its 
usually some fruit or a croissant. unless my friend drags me out at the weekend for a cooked 
breakfast, which I don't manage to eat most of anyway” Female, 40/44 y.o., Single

“It all starts with a morning coffee ☕️ . I struggle to eat in the morning as well, normally have a few 
cups of tea or coffee. I would usually have a pre snack before lunch but it's only fruit or something 
quick. I brew [coffee] at home most mornings. but if I need a top up I will go into a cafe/coffee shop” 
Female, 25/29 y.o., Divorced/separated 

“i like my breakfast habits I usually eat either cereal or porridge I wouldn't change it as I enjoy this, I ate 
breakfast at home today but sometimes eat on the go or when I get to work .” Female, 30/34 y.o., Married/in a civil partnership 

“I rarely have time to eat a proper breakfast so I snack on fruit and wolf down a breakfast bar 
followed by some coffee..” Female, 30/34 y.o., In a relationship 
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Analysis 

QUALITATIVE
Top quotes from each 
topic, final analysis 
and food for thought

Chat question

“Many of us are eating lunch, other are not. Some eat 
on the go, others go to a restaurant and someone 
skips the meal and grab a snack instead. During 
which circumstances do you usually eat lunch? And 
what do you eat? Please post pictures of your 
surroundings where you eat lunch!”

Follow-up question: “If you don't eat lunch, why do 
you not eat lunch?” 

Lunch

Selected chat response
Lunch

“I don't usually have the time to eat lunch at work. I know that it's a 
bad habit but it's tricky as it's usually so busy.” Female, 30/34 y.o., In a relationship 

“I usually pick up lunch on the way to work, either a sandwich and juice from the 
supermarket or if I'm feeling naughty I'll treat myself to a McDonald's, I'm being 
healthy today with some soup at home with some oatcakes though” Female, 40/44 y.o., Single

“I always eat lunch, i enjoy it so much. if my other half is at work.. me and my 4 year old are boring, we 
can eat meat sandwiches everyday with a pack of low calorie crisps, and some tomatoes on the side. 
when my other half is home he gets bored and cant eat the same as us, sometimes its noodles, or 
more inventive sandwich than just meat slices, with chutneys pickles and all sorts. sometimes i eat in 
my conservatory overlooking my back garden, filled with grass and flowers. sometimes we will be 
sloppy and sit in the living room on the sofa.” Female, 30/34 y.o., In a relationship 
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Analysis 

QUALITATIVE
Top quotes from each 
topic, final analysis 
and food for thought

Chat question

“What are the perks of today's technology? How do you use modern technology 
and which role will technology play in the future?  Compare the 'technology 
climate' today and for 5-10 years ago. Was it better back in the old days? 
Please explain, exemplify and motivate your answers! And of course discuss your 
thoughts with your community members! Do we really have a need for technology 
and constantly being available online, or is it a need technology has created for 
us?”

Follow-up question:
► Do we really have a need for technology and constant being available online, or is it a 

need technology has created for us?

Technology

Selected chat response
Technology

“Makes life easier and keeping in touch with the world” Male, 35/39 y.o., Married/in a civil partnership 

“I think people spoke face to face years ago, now I think people have a lot of 
conversations via social networks etc. Phones, TV etc. are banned in my home at 
all meal times” Female, 30/34 y.o., In a relationship 

“I think technology is way more advanced than it was 5/10 years ago. It can be a good thing or not so good thing 
depending on how techy you are. I think we do have a need for technology because there are so many things you can 
or have to do online these days. Having said that, I think businesses should take into account that not everyone has a 
computer or access to the web.“ Female, 45/49 y.o., Single 

“Technology means that staying connected is a lot easier - but it's only connectivity in a virtual way.  I think that some people are using the 
skills to connect with people in person.  You'll see whole families out in restaurants and everyone is on their own phones not talking to 
each other.  My husband jokes and calls it "quality family time"!.  I wish that people would make the effort to put their phones away, stop 
checking Facebook or Twitter and have a conversation, or even write a letter! “ Female, 45/49 y.o., Married/in a civil partnership 

“having information available at any time, being able to connect with people easily no matter where they are, and 
technology that makes tasks quicker and easier... I use technology a lot compared to 10 years ago and it definitely 
creates more opportunities, I don't think its better or worse, just different.” Female, 35/39 y.o., In a relationship 
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Analysis 

QUALITATIVE
Top quotes from each 
topic, final analysis 
and food for thought
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“If you are in a hurry and don't have time to sit down for a proper 
meal and are on the go but in need of food/energy. What kind of 
products would you buy/think be suitable, and where could you most 
easily find them? Basically, what is the best on-the-go 
product/snack, why do you like it and where do you find it?”

Follow-up question: 
► What do you think of drinking yogurt, smoothies or similar dairy products packed in 

portion packs for on the go use?

Chat question
On-the-go

“Drinking yoghurt and smoothie or protein 
shakes are a brilliant idea though”
Female, 40/44 y.o., Single

“Bananas every time, tasty, filling and give me 
plenty of energy. in the fruit aisle”
Female, 35/39 y.o., In a relationship

“ready made sandwiches. they are 
everywhere, eat fast and are tasty!”
Male, 30/34 y.o., Married/in a civil 
partnership

“When I'm in a hurry, I tend to snack on breakfast bars/energy bars which are widely 
available in supermarkets/convenience shops etc. I like them because they are easy 
to eat whilst on the go”
Female, 35/39 y.o., In a relationship

“I also like the weetabix drinks, they keep 
you going till the next meal time”
Female, 35/39 y.o., In a relationship

“I rarely buy snacks to keep me going.”
Female, 45/49 y.o., Married/in a civil partnership 

On-the-go
Selected chat response



To conclude
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“You are able to really interact and connect with users. 
You can either ask them several questions, or just observe the community 

interact. This gives a great opportunity for the community to find 
problems/solutions/perspectives yourself did not have in your mind at all. 

It can provide some really good information”
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Only 3 Steps From the Insights

REACH THE AUDIENCE GO!SET IT UP
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A Design Inspired By the Social Media

Inspired by the 
most famous live-
chat apps 
(WhatsApp), 
including elements 
of asynchronous 
discussions 
(Facebook)

A familiar 
environment
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Instant Reactions

Mood/sentiment
Maximize the 
engagement
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Countless Applications

GET A 
PRELIMINARY 

FEEDBACK

POST-SURVEY 
FOLLOW UP

EXPAND YOUR 
RESEARCH 
PROGRAM

COMPLEMENT 
AN EXISTING 
COMMUNITY



E: contact-it@toluna.com


